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aunt lucille had been talking about them all morning. she had been thinking about her father, and how he had wanted to warn them about the evil
that was rising. when the shadows had threatened the town, aunt lucille had convinced her husband, jacob, to write a letter to their children. jacob
had left the warning in a tin box with a folded piece of paper inside. the message urged the children to keep the box hidden, to avoid the shadow
that lurked in their dreams. she had given the box to her brother, will, as a teenager. but he had never used it. now, he was the one who had seen
them, lurking just out of reach. with an effort, will forced himself to shift his foot away from the puddle. he did not want to disturb any evidence. he
prayed to god for mercy. he could not bear to see dan there again. the kid was a killer. but no matter how much he had heard of the law & order
shows on tv, will had never seen a man hacked up with an axe, as dan had been when he first arrived. it was a mess. wills eyes burned. his
stomach turned. 02/01/2016gr 47when an impulsive bet sets an ancient prophecy in motion, one boy might be all that stands between a small
town and the forces of evil. twelve-year-old will wilder has been seeing shadowy creatures in his peripheral vision all his life. doctors and his
parents have attempted to explain them away as the symptoms of fatigue, but when the dark shapes begin attacking the town, will is the only one
who can fight them. however, if he is going to follow in the footsteps of his relic-hunting great-grandfather and combat the rising evil, will is going
to need his loyal friends, his tough-as-nails great-aunt lucille, his intelligence, and a good measure of faith. unfortunately, this too-familiar
adventure is hobbled by several significant problems. action scenes are hampered by odd pacing, poor description, and simplistic puzzles, while
the quieter scenes are filled with cringeworthy dialogue and improbable characters. readers will be continually frustrated by will's mindless
rebelliousness, aunt lucille's ineffectual mentoring, and the one-dimensionality of will's friends. even the forces of evil seem to lack any real
conviction. includes black-and-white illustrations. an unhappy blend of an imitative story and mediocre writing. (fantasy. 8-11)
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will felt a rush of shame. of all the kids at the party, he had felt the most kinship with simon, and now he was embarrassed. how could i be friends
with him? he wondered. i dont even believe in ghosts, and he doesnt believe in much of anything. he knew, though, that if he didnt play along with
the game, he would have to spend more time with the other kids, which would mean more time away from deborah, and he didnt want to do that.
all he could do was laugh. the three friends and andrews followed will back toward the front of the yard, where deborah was standing. but when
they got closer, they saw that the adults were still talking. andrews face was red with excitement. the birthday boy has a book that says we can
bet on ponies at a party! they all exclaimed. all you have to do is toss a dime in one of those cups. and the winner gets two dollars! andrews big
green eyes sparkled. he couldnt wait for the game to begin. for years, andrews family had participated in the yearly celebrations of the wilders
ancestors who had settled the area. if will ever wanted to be a true wilder, he would have to start participating, too. and it wasnt just andrewes

smile that made him a favorite of the adults. there were a lot of reasons why they liked andrews and his friends, but one thing was for sure: they
could always count on them to show up in the backyard and cause some mischief. thats when the adults walked over to the three friends and

andrews. andrews family had been as good as gold for the wilders for generations. and they werent about to stop now that andrewes parents had
retired and moved to florida. not for all the money in the world! 5ec8ef588b
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